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PLATINIUM flooring makes new living space, it is a symbol of strength, 

longevity and stability.

We created new designs with the highest care and precision. We emphasized 

each detail, and the sophisticated design aesthetics gets beyond general 

outlines and is ahead of current trends. The objective we pursued was the 

discovery of an ideal balance between the top quality and exquisite style.

We give you the ideal flooring. The flooring, which may be your inspiration 

for creating elegant, harmonious space.

We invite you to the world of a new brand of laminate flooring - PLATINIUM 

– the world of top quality and perfection.

Ideal
     floor
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Laminate
Flooring

PLATINIUM  laminated flooring is available in a couple of collections. 

The collections differ from one another with regard to the use features, such as the thickness 

of the base board, abrasion class and aesthetics, such as size, surface texture and colors. The 

use features ensure durability and long use time while the aesthetics features make it possible 

to fulfill the expectations and individual needs of our customers.

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!



The thickness of the base board determines the durability of the flooring, its resistance 

to various loads. 

The abrasion class determines the resistance of the flooring to abrasion coming from 

everyday usage. Platinium flooring is available in the two highest abrasion classes AC4 and 

AC5, which guarantees its longevity, and the use durability in places with even very high 

traffic load.

Size is one of special features of the Platinium collection. The selection of the length and 

width of the panel significantly determines the nature of an interior. Additionally the edges 

can be bevelled (so called V – groove), which emphasizes the panels line, and puts a 

geometrical design on the floor.

Surface texture – Platinium flooring is characterized by a variety of textures such as 

embossed texture (WG), embossed gloss (WP), synchronic pore ideally rendering wood 

texture (ER), handscraped texture (HS), and matt wood texture (MO).

Colors – creating the mood and underlining the character – from the classic oaks to the 

exotic wood colors.

Platinium laminate flooring is covered by 25 and 15 year warranty.
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TEXTURES

 embossed WG

embossed gloss WP

handscraped HS

synchronic pore  ER

matt wood MO
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AMBIANCE

AMBIANCE best for living rooms, children’s rooms, 

bedrooms, hallways, hotel rooms.



Sycamore D 2372 (WG)

Oak Geneve D 2228 (WG)

AMBIANCE collection is surrounded by an exotic climate. Unconventional shape, 

reminding of a yacht deck, gives a distinct character to the interiors, and beautiful 

colors of the exotic wood make it complete. Additional bevelled edges underlines its 

unique look.



Wild Merbau••D 2290 (WG)



AMBIANCE

Lapacho D 2205••(WG)

Jatoba••D 2283 (WG) 

The flooring is also available with additional sound 

reducing layer -  AMBIANCE SONIC. 



Jatoba D 2283 (WG)

Sycamore D 2372 (WG)

PARQUET  is a flooring with traditional wood aesthetics of an appreciated wood 

parquet. However, the flooring is much easier to assemble when compared to tradi-

tional parquet, and at the same time, it does not compromise its use parameters, 

it is durable and scratch resistant. The collection is dedicated to those who look for 

a combination of modernity and tradition.



PARQUET



PARQUET



Oak Locarno D 9102 (WG)

Oak Geneve••D 2228 (WG)

PARQUET best for living rooms, children’s rooms, 

bedrooms, hallways, hotel rooms.



Wenge D 2326 (WP)

Mountain Apple D 2474 (WP)

EXCELLENCE is pure elegance. The flooring wins your heart with a delicate surface 

gloss, perfectly combining style with the wealth of colors.

It is the flooring with an increased durability and scratch resistance of the surface.



EXCELLENCE
Termo Ash D 2325 (WP)



EXCELLENCE
Smoked Oak••D 2740 (WP)



Oriental Elm••D 2488 (WP)

Italian Walnut D 2486 (WP)

EXCELLENCE best for best for living rooms, children’s 

rooms, bedrooms, hallways, hotel rooms.



Oak Retro D 2747 (HS)

Mountain Apple D 2474 (HS)

PROGRESS is a collection dedicated to those who love simplicity and highest durabil-

ity. The flooring is built on a solid 10 mm base HDF, it emphasizes the strength and 

distinctness of the interior.



PROGRESS



PROGRESS
Available in two unique surface textures: synchronic pore and handscraped. 



Oklahoma Oak D 2432 (ER)

Parisienne Oak D 2323 (ER)

PROGRESS best for living rooms, children’s rooms, 

bedrooms, hallways, hotel rooms.



Oak Gunstock••D 625 (ER)

Red••Oak D 626 (ER)

MASSIVE is a synonym of reliability and nature. Flooring with the highest durability, highest 

abrasion class, where the unusual wood stability is ensured by 12 mm base board. Ideal imita-

tion of wood texture on surface (synchronic pore) ensures natural charm in the interiors and 

introduces the feeling of unshaken harmony and warmth. 

MASSIVE best for living rooms, children’s rooms, 

bedrooms, hallways, hotel rooms, offices, boutiques, 

conference rooms.



MASSIVE



KING SIZE 



Merbau••D 2442 (MO)

Barnwell Oak••D 2235 (ER)

Breaking all rules KING SIZE collection, is a way to combine longevity with peculiar beauty. It is a real 

king of size amongst all flooring - 1845 x 188 mm. It gives a new identity to the arranged interiors. 

12 mm base board layer combined with the top abrasion class guarantee the satisfaction for long, 

long years to come.

KING SIZE best for living rooms, children’s rooms, 

bedrooms, hallways, hotel rooms, offices, boutiques, 

conference rooms.
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Ambiance Parquet Excellence

+sound reduction 0,8 mm - option
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1380

19
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embossed
WG

embossed
WG

embossed gloss
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commercial areas with a medium traffic 
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Laminate Flooring is produced according to EN 13329. All colours shown in this publication are only sample colours and should not be considered as original ones.

MassiveProgress King Size
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18
8
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18
8
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handscraped
HS

synchronic pore
ER

synchronic pore
ER

synchronic
pore
ER

matt
wood
MO
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AC4 floor panels are designed for residential 
use areas with a high traffic volume and in 
commercial areas with a medium traffic 
volume.

AC5 floor panels may be used for residential 
applications with a high traffic volume and in 
commercial areas with a high traffic volume.

AC5 floor panels may be used for residential 
applications with a high traffic volume and in 
commercial areas with a high traffic volume.
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